
 
This LOI application must be submitted via email to loiapplications@tea.texas.gov. 
 
The LOI application may be signed with a digital ID or it may be signed by hand. Both forms of signature 
are acceptable.  
 
TEA must receive the application by 11:59 p.m. CT, April 24, 2023. 

2023 -2025 Texas Strategic Staffing Grant for Sustainable, Paid Teacher Residency Program 
Letter of Interest (LOI) Application Due 11:59 p.m. CT, April 24, 2023 

Application stamp-in date and time

Grant period from August 1, 2023-April 30, 2025

Required Attachments

SAS # 162-23 2023-2025 Texas Strategic Staffing Grant

NOGA ID

701-23-113RFA # Page 1 of 10

GAA, Article III, Rider 40, 87th Texas LegislatureAuthorizing legislation

Pre-award costs permitted from the award announcement date to the grant start date

1. Excel workbook with the grant's budget schedules (linked along with this form on the TEA Grants Opportunities page) 
2. Signed Letter of Commitment or MOU 
3. Letter from EPP Partner(s) 
Please the program guidelines for further details on the required attachments.

Applicant Information

Amendment Number

Amendment number (For amendments only; enter N/A when completing this form to apply for grant funds): 

Organization CDN

Vendor ID

ESC UEI

Address City ZIP

Primary Contact Email Phone

Secondary Contact Email Phone

Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a 
binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct 
and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally 
binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and 
compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.  
I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable, 
and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA): 

LOI application, guidelines, and instructions

General and application-specific Provisions and Assurances

Debarment and Suspension Certification

Lobbying Certification

Authorized Official Name Title

Email Phone

Signature Date
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must 
comply with these assurances. 
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.

1. The applicant provides assurance that the application does not contain any information that would be protected by the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) from general release to the public.

2. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Statutory and TEA Program Requirements and Program-Specific 
Assurances  as noted in the 2023-2025 Texas Strategic Staffing Grant for Sustainable, Paid Teacher Residency Program 
Program Guidelines.

3. The applicant provides assurance to adhere to all the Performance Measures, as noted in the 2023-2025 Texas Strategic 
Staffing Grant for Sustainable, Paid Teacher Residency Program Program Guidelines, and shall provide to TEA, upon 
request, any performance data necessary to assess the success of the program.

Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are not permitted for this grant.  

Shared Services Arrangements

Program Priority Requirement
For districts/charters that are or have engaged in an ESF diagnostic process during or before the 2022-2023 school year, 
please provide the year the district went through the diagnostic and the priority focus area in the space below.
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Summary of Program
Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include the overall mission and specific needs of 
the organization. Describe how the program will address the mission and needs. 

Qualifications and Experience for Key Personnel
Outline the required qualifications and experience for primary project personnel and any external consultants projected to 
be involved in the implementation and delivery of the program. Include whether the position is existing or proposed.

Title and Responsibilities of Position Required Qualifications and Experience
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Amendment #Vendor IDCDN

Goals, Objectives, and Strategies
Describe the major goals/objectives of the proposed program. What activities/strategies will be implemented to meet those 
goals/objectives? 

Performance and Evaluation Measures
Describe the performance measures identified for this program which are related to student outcomes and are consistent 
with the purpose of the program. Include the tools used to measure performance, as well as the processes that will be used 
to ensure the effectiveness of project objectives and strategies. 
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Describe how the proposed budget will meet the needs and goals of the program, including for staffing, supplies and 
materials, contracts, travel, etc. If applicable, include a high-level snapshot of funds currently allocated to similar programs.  
Include a short narrative describing how adjustments will be made in the future to meet needs.

Budget Narrative
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Requirements

1. Description of partnership foundations: Applicants may have one or more EPP partners on the 2022 Vetted Teacher 
Residency Program List (link located on TEA Grant Opportunities page). Please list your partner(s) and the following 
partnership foundations information: 
 o How many years have you been engaged in a residency partnership?  
 o How many residents have you placed each year of that partnership? 
 o Describe your practices for shared governance, or the review of residency program data to inform shared decision-

making about teacher candidate and mentor teacher supports. How often do you meet with your partners to 
review this data? As a partnership, how do you manage follow-up and response to data?  

 o Please describe any other key features of your partnership's progress toward building a residency program.  
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2. Description of goals for paid teacher residencies and strategic staffing models:  After reviewing the Program 
Elements section beginning on page 7, describe you and your EPP partner's existing or proposed shared goal for teacher 
resident placement. How will paid teacher residencies support your broader talent strategy as a component of your overall 
strategic plan and goals?  

Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)

Amendment #Vendor IDCDN
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)
3. Commitment of local resources: Please review the Program Elements section on page 7 of the program guidelines. 
How will you, alongside your partner EPP, commit resources and time to 1) the year-long design process and 2) the 
implementation supports year? Be sure to provide information about the designation of a strategic staffing design lead, 
whose role will be co-funded by this grant opportunity. Provide a description of your plan to track and maintain evidence of 
that staff member's time and effort toward strategic staffing project management.  
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

5. Strategic staffing technical assistance: The program elements describe how teacher residencies will be made 
sustainable through strategic staffing models where residents support other instructional needs in the district, such as, for 
example, substitute teaching or para-professional responsibilities. How do you see the design and implementation of 
strategic staffing models with teacher residents as a way to support immediate instructional needs in your LEA? 
Additionally, please describe the rationale you share with your partner(s) for seeking technical assistance for the purpose of 
designing and implementing strategic staffing models. 

Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)
4. Commitment to shared communication: Describe how you will maintain strong communication throughout the 
design and implementation of the sustainable teacher residency program with your EPP partners and your technical 
assistance provider. How will you demonstrate evidence of communication and ongoing engagement with your partner 
and provider?  For example: evidence of communication logs, shared meeting agendas, etc.  
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CDN Vendor ID Amendment #

Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)

An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the 
"When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to 
be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current 
authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections 
of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget 
Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template. 
 

You may duplicate this page

Amended Section Reason for Amendment

https://tea.texas.gov/Finance_and_Grants/Administering_a_Grant.aspx
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Certification and Incorporation
I understand that this application constitutes an offer and, if accepted by TEA or renegotiated to acceptance, will form a binding agreement. I hereby certify that the information contained in this application is, to the best of my knowledge, correct and that the organization named above has authorized me as its representative to obligate this organization in a legally binding contractual agreement. I certify that any ensuing program and activity will be conducted in accordance and compliance with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations.  I further certify my acceptance of the requirements conveyed in the following portions of the LOI application, as applicable, and that these documents are incorporated by reference as part of the LOI application and Notice of Grant Award (NOGA): 
Statutory/Program Assurances
The following assurances apply to this program. In order to meet the requirements of the program, the applicant must comply with these assurances.
Check each of the following boxes to indicate your compliance.
Shared services arrangements (SSAs) are not permitted for this grant.  
Shared Services Arrangements
Program Priority Requirement
For districts/charters that are or have engaged in an ESF diagnostic process during or before the 2022-2023 school year, please provide the year the district went through the diagnostic and the priority focus area in the space below.
Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include the overall mission and specific needs of the organization. Describe how the program will address the mission and needs. 
Summary of Program
Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include the overall mission and specific needs of the organization. Describe how the program will address the mission and needs. 
Provide an overview of the program to be implemented with grant funds. Include the overall mission and specific needs of the organization. Describe how the program will address the mission and needs. 
Qualifications and Experience for Key Personnel
Outline the required qualifications and experience for primary project personnel and any external consultants projected to be involved in the implementation and delivery of the program. Include whether the position is existing or proposed.
Title and Responsibilities of Position
Required Qualifications and Experience
Goals, Objectives, and Strategies
Performance and Evaluation Measures
Budget Narrative
Statutory/Program Requirements
Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)
Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)
Statutory/Program Requirements (Cont.)
Appendix I: Amendment Description and Purpose (leave this section blank when completing the initial application for funding)
An amendment must be submitted when the program plan or budget is altered for the reasons described in the "When to Amend the Application" document posted on the Administering a Grant page. The following are required to be submitted for an amendment: (1) Page 1 of the application with updated contact information and current authorized official's signature and date, (2) Appendix I with changes identified and described, (3) all updated sections of the application or budget affected by the changes identified below, and, if applicable, (4) Amended Budget Request. Amendment Instructions with more details can be found on the last tab of the budget template.
You may duplicate this page
Amended Section
Reason for Amendment
9.0.0.0.20091029.1.612548.606130
Participant support
RIVERCREST ISD
8
75-1214786
4100 US HWY 271 SOUTH
BOGATA
75417
TONYA GIFFORD
TGIFFORD@RIVERCRESTISD.NET
903-632-5205
TIFFANY MABE
TMABE@RIVERCRESTISD.NET
903-632-5205
TONYA GIFFORD
CURRICULUM DIRECTOR
TGIFFORD@RIVERCRESTISD.NET
903-632-5205
Rivercrest ISD is committed to* Partnering with TAMU-T to provide equitable preparation for a diverse teacher population*Increasing long-term teacher effectiveness *Focusing on building a pedagogical content knowledge that teaches the most effective content practices*Providing a year-long co-teaching experience between residents and mentor teachers*Recruiting, selecting, and training high quality mentor teachers*Supporting mentors and residents with resources needed to be successful*Paying mentor teachers a stipend  to complete extra training, take on the responsibility of ensuring residents gain the instructional experiences needed, and collaborating with program implementation team to increase quality of the program.*Paying residents for days that are not assigned to mentor teacher.  Residents will be utilized to substitute, provide tutoring, student supervision, and/or working with special needs students in classrooms to continue to give them opportunities to apply and practice new skills.  
Rivercrest ISD, in partnership with EPP and Regional Service Center, will collaboratively prioritize skills needed by residents, and create a plan to build those skills, create rubrics for residency performance focusing on effective content practices, and create and conduct evaluation surveys from all parties impacted including campus administration, mentors, residents, and EPP staff.  Resident and Program effectiveness will be measured by the data collected.In  grades 3-8,  762 assessments were taken in 2022. Of those,  312 assessments qualified for HB4545 which calculates to  3,120 sessions.  Sessions would have a 3:1 ratio and last 30 minutes. For Rivercrest ISD, those sessions create a staffing concern.    Using residents to provide enrichment activities in classrooms while teachers complete HB4545 sessions,  can decrease the staffing hardship and increase student success.  As students become successful,  the number of students requiring HB4545 should lessen in following years. STAAR data reports will measure effectiveness.Ongoing communication and collaboration is essential to the process of creating a sustainable year-long resident program.  With year one being a  planning year with meetings scheduled with specific tasks to be completed, as well as already established relationships with EPP and Regional Service Center, the process will be efficiently executed.  Open communication and collaboration will continue to strengthen those relationships, and ensure the implementation in year two and after goes smoothly.
The $70,000 grant award would pay $35,000 of the program manager's salary for 2 years. Reallocation of funds currently being used for that purpose will enable stipends for mentor teachers, and compensation for residents who work on days not committed to residency.  Having reallocated funds increases the amount of time we have to look at budgets to find more sustainable resources to continue to build the year-long residency program.  One possible source of funding is the amount spent on substitutes to help while teachers and interventionist provide HB 4545 instruction.  
Rivercrest ISD has worked with TAMU -T  for more than ten years.  We often had two or more student residents each year up until 2020.  At that time, the COVID pandemic, staffing issues at the college, and location ( we are more than 100 miles from TAMU-T) TAMU-T was unable to place residents on our campuses.  Rivercrest ISD is excited to work with TAMU-T  to build a sustainable year-long program that will aide in the recruitment, training, and retainment of a more diverse group of teachers.  It is anticipated that at least two residents will be placed initially, but expanding that number is expected.Rivercrest ISD plans to work together with TAMU-T to create procedures for shared governance, and create authentic ways to evaluate the year-long residency program.  Rivercrest ISD anticipates skills that focus on effective content practices will be prioritized, measured, reviewed, and modified accordingly.  Grant Program guidelines provide the minimum standards for communication.  Rivercrest ISD anticipates there being  more communication than one meeting per quarter.  The prospective grant manager has worked with TAMU-T and the service provider in the past, and intends to foster the existing relationships to provide for transparency and open communication.  With todays technology, it is very simple to create Google drives  to share forms, logs, policies, and procedures.  Virtual meetings decrease the amount of time away from "the office", and allows team members to meet more often.  Rivercrest ISD will designate time for the grant manager to focus on creating and maintaining the year-long residency program.  Doing so will allow for timely follow up to all data, needs, concerns, or celebrations.  Rivercrest ISD will involve campus administration, classroom teachers, and residents in addition to TAMU-T and Service Provider staff in the building and sustaining of this program.  Each member will have a unique perspective that will enhance program effectiveness.  The prospective grant manager completed a year-long residency many years ago, therefore understanding how the process works, and enables residents to become first-year ready.  Rivercrest ISD began "raising our own" teachers over five years ago.  Paraprofessional staff are encouraged and supported as they work toward an educational degree, and becoming a certified teacher.  TAMU-T and  the prospective grant manager have worked together to increase the number of those staff that will be involved in a new Pipeline initiative at TAMU-T.  Being able to compensate staff during the residency phase will remove some of the financial burden that often pushes staff to the ALT Cert programs instead of residency.  
Rivercrest ISD and TAMU-T intend to build a year-long residency program that is focused on effective teaching practices that provides for residents and mentors a co-teaching experience in order to recruit, train, and retain diverse first-year ready teachers.    Data shows that 40% of new teachers are leaving within five years, but up to 70% stay longer if they have established relationships, are confident in what they are doing, and feel supported in their efforts.  Year-long resident programs allow residents to build relationships with school staff, students and parents.  It also creates opportunities for residents to become a part of the school and community culture and climate.  Residents will be included in all aspects of a school year from "Meet the Teacher" to the last day including professional development and parent involvement activities.     The data supports teacher residencies.  By completing a year-long residency program,  resident first year teachers often feel more experienced  and more confident than first year teachers involved in other programs.  Studies show that novice teachers achieve less student growth than those with more experience.  The year-long residency program enables residents to have a year of co-teaching experience which positively impacts student growth.  The right mentor teachers will be crucial to the success of this program.  Many great teachers do not know how to help another person become a great teacher.  The resources provided by this grant will enable mentor teachers to be trained in how to effectively mentor another person.  Provided training will develop high quality mentor teachers not only for the residents, but with other struggling teachers across the district as well.  
Rivercest ISD is committed to having a person in place with allocated time and resources for the completion of the year-long design process, as well as the implementation supports year.  This Grant Manager will be responsible for supporting the campus administrators,  residents, and mentors as they navigate the process.  Time and effort will  be documented, and included in a shared document to enhance transparency and ensure equity in division of duties.Rivercrest ISD is committed  to working with EPP and Service Provider to create a year-long residency process that is effective in providing a quality preparation program.  Residents participating in the program will be and will feel that they are ready for their first year teaching.  Mentors involved in the process will be trained and become high quality mentor teachers.  Rivercrest ISD is committed to finding the needed resources to sustain the year-long residency program after the grant period ends.  Campus administration will be given training necessary to provide support to residents and mentors.Rivercrest ISD is committed to supporting residents by providing time for training and college requirements, including residents in professional development opportunities, and providing financial compensation for days worked that they are not required to be with mentor.Rivercrest ISD is committed to supporting mentor teachers by providing necessary training and resources.  Financial compensation will also be given for extra time and effort put forth by mentor teachers.
Rivercrest ISD intends to maximize impact on student achievement while giving residents experiences that help them to  grow.  HB4545 data (of 762 assessments  given in grades 3-5 in 2022, 312 of those assessments required HB4545 services) indicates a need for more student acceleration.  This requires more staff than Rivercrest currently employs or can recruit.  Residents could help alleviate some of that need.  In 2019, Rivercrest Elementary data showed that students who were on grade level were not performing in the meets and masters categories on STAAR.  Residents could help increase student performance in the meets and masters categories.  Scheduled "working" days for residents would be used to provide accelerated instruction and enrichment.    Teachers could provide accelerated instruction in small groups while residents provided enrichment activities for other students in the class or grade level.    Rivercrest ISD is excited for technical assistance and EPP to provide a fresh set of eyes on our data, and to explore and collaborate on possible solutions to continue to address student's learning acceleration needs.
Today's technology makes communication easy.  Google drives will easily enable us to share agendas, communication logs, time and effort records, strategic plans, protocols, job descriptions, applications, data, and other needed documents.  Email allows us to effectively track and document communication.  However, current relationships between Rivercrest ISD, TAMU-T, Service Provider and the prospective grant manager will help to foster a comfort level that texts and phone calls will be another way of communicating, and often more efficient and timely.  
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